Air plasma for medical applications
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ABSTRACT

The design and the electric and emission characteristics of two handheld air plasma spray generators are presented. The plasma is generated by 60 Hz periodic discharges between two concentrically cylindrical electrodes. A ring magnet is used to rotate arc discharges, which sprays outward by an air flow. The average electric power of the discharge is about 170 W. The rotation of arc discharges keeps the generated plasma in non-equilibrium state and at relatively low temperature (<55 °C). The plasma effluent yet contains high energy electrons which dissociate molecular oxygen into atomic oxygen. The spatial distribution of 777.4 nm radiation intensity from the emission spectroscopy of the plasma plume reveals that the plasma effluent carries abundant atomic oxygen which extends out from the cap of the plasma spray by about 25 to 30 mm. Tests on blood droplets and smeared blood samples were performed. It is shown that the degree of blood clotting decreases with the decrease of the RAO flux in the plasma effluent and increases with the increase of the exposure time to the plasma effluent. The results revealed the effectiveness and mechanism of low temperature air plasma on clotting blood. The medical applications of an air plasma spray for 1) bleeding control and for 2) wound healing are then illustrated and discussed. As animal models, pigs were used in the tests of stopping wound bleeding and post-operative observation of wound healing by this air plasma spray. The results show that bleedings of different wounds from a straight cut and a cross cut in the ham area, and a hole in a saphenous vein and a cut to an artery in an ear are all stopped swiftly; this air plasma spray also shortens the wound healing time to about half (from 14 days to 8 days) after applying it for 10 seconds to stop the bleeding of a cross cut wound in the ham area.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Air plasma generated in an open environment makes it easy for practical applications; one of the current focuses is plasma medicine. Air plasmas carry chemically active species, such as molecular oxygen in metastable states and atomic oxygen. These reactive species are capable of destroying a broad spectrum of chemical and biological warfare (CBW) agents [1-11] as well as activation of erythrocyte—platelet interactions for blood coagulation [12]. The effectiveness of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (particularly, reactive atomic oxygen (RAO)) in killing the toughest biological agents, bacterial spores, has been demonstrated by Herrmann et al. [2] and Lai et al. [3], respectively. Ambrosio et al. [13] suggested that reactive oxygen metabolites affect thrombus formation within the vasculature. Kalghatgi et al. [14] showed that a non-thermal atmospheric pressure plasma [15], produced by a dielectric barrier discharge (DBD), could indeed clot blood samples via a direct contact. Recently, Chen et al. [16] and Kuo et al. [12] showed that an air plasma torch, carrying significant amount of RAO, could clot anticoagulated whole blood samples in less than 20 seconds, which is much less than 30 minutes for an untreated sample to reach complete coagulation. Hence, air plasma can be “green” decontaminant/disinfector and bleeding controlling agent.

Bleeding, even from an external hemorrhage, may be life threatening if it is not treated swiftly [17-19]. Most cases occur under emergency situations. The treatment has to repair the cause of bleeding, relieve symptoms, and prevent complications [17-28]. Thus new methods and devices which can effectively stop bleeding to save life of injured person, especially in battlefield situations [29], are of significance.

Blood coagulation involves platelet activation and coagulation cascade. When the platelets meet the break situation in the vessel, molecules touch the platelets that trigger platelets activation, followed by coagulation cascade which is a complicated step-by-step blood clotting process. Several proteins (fibrinogen, tissue factor, calcium, etc.) and molecules, called coagulation factors, play important roles in the coagulation cascade.
Argon plasma coagulator (APC) is operated in endoscope’s surgery for bleeding control [30-32]. This device is a high-frequency mono-polar device used for non-contact thermal coagulation of tissue. Argon gas flows through the endoscope to a probe where the discharge occurs to generate argon plasma, which then converts the RF energy into heat to cauterize and desiccate blood. However, APC is not suitable for the external applications because it has a very small treatment area and the heat treatment causes thermal damage to the nearby tissue of the wound. In plasma coagulation applications for the external wounds, it will be desirable to have low temperature plasmas which open to the ambient and can cover a large area in the treatment.

Plasma generated by stationary arcs has high temperature and small volume. Gas flow can be introduced to increase the plasma volume, such as a DC plasma torch. However, the temperature of the plasma is still too high for the considered applications. On the other hand, by introducing a DC magnetic field to rotate arcs and employing periodic discharges, it has been shown that torches [33-35] can produce low-temperature non-equilibrium air plasmas. The advantage of producing non-equilibrium plasma is better usage of the electron energy, gained from plasmas. The advantage of producing non-equilibrium [33-35] can produce low-temperature non-equilibrium air plasmas. The advantage of producing non-equilibrium plasma is better usage of the electron energy, gained from the discharge, for producing reactive oxygen species (ROS) [36], rather than heating the plasma.

In the present work, a plasma torch module is described and its medical applications are illustrated. In Section 2, the design and structure of the module are described; the electric characteristics of the discharge are presented. The 777.4 nm radiation intensity of the plasma spray is measured and the likely processes of atomic oxygen generation in the plasma effluent are discussed. Tests of plasma treatment on blood droplets and smeared blood samples are conducted. The results are presented in Section 3, in which the plasma coagulation mechanism is discussed. The medical applications of this plasma spray for bleeding control and wound healing are illustrated and discussed in Sections 4 and 5. Summary and discussions are given in Section 6.

2. DESIGN OF THE DEVICE

The design of a magnetized arc torch module [34] is described as follows. This module, as shown by the schematic in Figure 1(a), consists of a pair of concentric electrodes, a ring-shaped permanent magnet, a cylindrical frame, and a position holder. The top surface of the outer electrode is a ring shape with an inner diameter of a. The central electrode, a cylindrical copper rod of diameter d, is inserted through the ring magnet and a tight fit position holder which keeps the central electrode along the central axis of the cylindrical frame. This holder has large openings to permit the flow of air generated by a blower to pass through it. The magnet, sitting on a step inside the frame and located slightly below the gap between the electrodes, has an inner diameter b larger than the inner diameter a (i.e., b > a) of the outer electrode to allow the airflow to pass through it and to avoid undesired discharge between the central electrode and the magnet. This ring magnet produces a magnetic field in the electrode gap region, \[ B = B_r \hat{z} + B_i \hat{r} \], which acts on the current density of the discharge, \[ J = J_r \hat{z} + J_i \hat{r} \], with a force density \[ F = J \times B \] in the azimuthal direction. The resulting azimuthal force rotates the discharge, thus avoiding the formation of hot spots on the electrode surfaces. This stabilizes the discharge, slows down the build-up of the arc temperature, and reduces arc erosion on the electrodes.

The air enters the bottom of the tubular frame of the module through a flexible air duct that connects to a blower. A cap is introduced to direct the flow of the plasma effluent as well as to cover the electrodes for safety, so that the high voltage (HV) central electrode is not exposed. The height h of the cap and the diameter c of the cap opening are adjustable.

The size of the module varies with the specific application. In the following, we exemplify two, as shown in Figures 1(b) and (c), which are used in the considered applications. In the schematic of Figure 1(a), the central electrode has a diameter \[ d = 4.7625/3.175 \text{ mm (0.1875”/0.125“)} \] for that in Figures 1(b) and (c), respectively. The inner and outer diameters of the ring-shaped outer copper electrode are \[ a = 6.73/4.7625 \text{ and } 25.4/15.875 \text{ mm (0.265”/0.1875” and 1”/0.625”)} \]. A ring-shaped magnet of the size of 19 (od) \times 8.7 (id) \times 2 (h) mm/12 (od) \times 6 (id) \times 2 (h) mm (i.e., b = 8.7/6 mm) is used. It produces a magnetic field of \( \approx 0.18 \text{T (Tesla)} \) in the electrode gap region. The cap opening has a diameter c = 12.5/9.5 mm and is positioned about \( h = 12.7/12 \text{ mm above the outer electrode. The airflow speed at the cap exit of the plasma spray was measured by an Air Velocity Meter (tsi model 1650).} \) The airflow rate was then estimated from integrating the speed distribution over the cross section of the cap. The airflow rate and the average flow speed at the electrode gap (and cap exit) were evaluated to be about 3/1.67 \text{ Us} and 170 \text{ m/s (24.5 m/s)}, respectively.

The plasma spray was run in periodic mode with a duty cycle of about 15/50% for the two modules presented in Figures 1(b) and (c), respectively. The time varying voltage \( V(t) \) and current \( I(t) \) of the discharge were measured using a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS3012 DPO 100 MHz and 1.25 GS/s), where \( V \) is the voltage of the central electrode of the module (the outer electrode is grounded). The product of the V and I functions gives the instantaneous power function \( P(t) \). These three time functions, \( V, I, \) and \( P \), in one cycle, are presented together in Figures 1(d) and (e), for the two modules, to show their phase relationship. In each cycle
of the 60 Hz AC input there is no discharge in the positive half cycle due to a rectifier diode used in the circuit. In the negative half cycle two discharges are arranged. This is done by adding a HV induction coil as a trigger of the discharge in the circuit of the power supply. With the aid of the trigger, the voltage of the power supply is reduced to 500 V. The peak powers in the discharge of the two modules are about 2/1.5 kW and the average powers for both modules are about 170 W. It is noted that the discharge in the smaller one presented in Figure 1(c) is a glow/arc hybrid, which is due to the smaller discharge gap of the module.

The discharges are prevented from arc constriction by the introduced airflow and magnetic field. The airflow increases the path of the arc discharge by pushing it outward to form a loop. The magnetic field rotates the discharge loops to prevent the formation of hot spots on the electrodes. Thus the discharges are maintained stably in the diffused arc loop form and the produced plasma effluent protrudes to the outside of the cap by about 25 to 30 mm.

The average temperature of the plasma effluent outside the cap was measured by a temperature meter “Omega DP460” (Omega Engineering, Inc., Stamford, CT). The response time of the thermocouple of the meter is about 0.5 seconds. We have exposed the probe to the plasma spray to obtain a steady state reading from the meter. The time averaged temperature was determined from the readings. Although the size of the thermocouple was too large to provide a good spatial resolution, the measurement showed that the temperature of the plasma effluent, produced by both modules, outside the cap exit was less than 55°C (328 K). This thermal temperature is much lower than the excitation temperature of electrons channeled by the rotating arc loop, which is estimated via emission spectroscopy to be larger than 7700 K. This plasma spray is non-equilibrium due to the following factors associated with the design and the operation, 1) the discharge is run in a periodic mode with a duty cycle of about 15/50%, rather than in a dc mode; 2) discharge occurs outside the electrodes and the gas flow increases the size of the arc loop considerably. Thus, because the discharge extends 10 to 20 mm beyond the discharge gap, a considerable number of electrons are generated in the region well away from that near the electrodes; 3) the discharge is run in relatively high voltage/relatively low current mode (e.g., relative to the plasma transfer arc torches); and 4) the magnetic field rotates the arc discharge, preventing the formation of arc constriction and hot spots on the electrode surfaces.

The reactive atomic oxygen (RAO) flux of the plasma jet was examined via the emission spectroscopy of the plasma plume [35,36]. We measured the spatial distribution of 777.4 nm radiation intensity of the plasma plume produced by the module shown in (c).
There are three likely processes to produce atomic oxygen; one is to dissociate an oxygen molecule into two oxygen atoms via the reaction $e + O_2 \rightarrow 2O + e$, which has a reaction rate coefficient $k_1 = 4.2 \times 10^{-9} \exp(-5.6/T_e)$ [37], where $T_e$ is in eV. This reaction rate decreases rapidly with $T_e < 5.6$ eV; thus it needs about 5 eV electrons to effectively dissociate $O_2$ into atomic oxygen. The second one is through recombination of charged particles $e + O^+ \rightarrow O$, which may not need the presence of energetic electrons. The third one is the dissociative attachment of electrons to molecular oxygen $e + O_2 \rightarrow O + O^-$; conservation of energy requires that the electron energy exceeds a threshold level, which normally is 3.6 eV. Though this threshold level decreases as the internal energy of molecular oxygen increases, laboratory experimental results [38] show that this level can go down to 1 eV and less. Therefore, the third process of dissociative attachment is likely the dominant process of atomic oxygen generation in this low temperature plasma spray. The 5P state of the transition in atomic oxygen $O$I has rather high energy, about 10.74 eV, relative to the ground state, therefore, the strong line intensity outside the core of the plasma plume indicates that plasma is in a non-equilibrium state with a strong presence of high-energy electrons ($\geq 1$ eV) and an abundant concentration of 5P state atomic oxygen in the plasma effluent, as calculation assuming low optical thickness represents a minimum bound on the average density. Since $O$I in other states (in particular, in the ground state) may also be produced, the total $O$I concentration in the plasma effluent may be much higher than that of 5P state alone.

3. IN-VITRO TESTS ON BLOOD COAGULATION

Blood is a fluid tissue that includes 60% of a liquid portion known as blood plasma, and 40% of formed elements or blood cells [39]. Blood plasma is the liquid portion of the blood—a protein-salt solution which suspends red blood cells (RBC), white blood cells (WBC), and platelets alike. Formed elements consist 86.6% of RBC, 10.4% of platelets, and 3% of WBC. WBC consists of neutrophils, eosinophils, basophils, monocytes, and lymphocytes [39].

Formed elements and blood plasma contribute to blood coagulation during hemorrhage. Blood plasma contains albumin (the chief protein constituent), fibrinogen (responsible, in part for blood clotting), globulins (including antibodies) and other clotting proteins [39]. RBC contains hemoglobin, a complex iron-containing protein that carries oxygen and participates in carbon dioxide exchange. Platelets play a vital role in the early response to vascular injury and blood clot formation as they adhere to injured vessel wall components, become activated, agglomerate and secrete mediators that promote platelet activation and attract WBC [40–42]. The average lifetime for WBC is hours to days, for RBC 120 days, and for platelets 9 days. Platelets are more fragile cells and 3 - 4 times smaller than RBC [39,43,44].

In order to prevent premature blood coagulation, obtained blood was mixed with a 3.2% sodium citrate solution on a 9:1 ratio (in volume). The sodium citrate solution is a commonly used reagent to prevent blood from clotting by chelating calcium ions [45,46].

3.1. Tests on Blood Droplets

Two tests to separate the effects of heat and plasma effluent (oxygen radicals) on blood clotting were performed first. Test 1 was performed with a blood droplet set on a glass slide, placed at 25 mm below the nozzle of the spray exposed directly to the plasma effluent. Direct exposure treatment continued for a period of 12 sec. The sample temperature rose to 52°C. The result of the test is presented in Figure 2(a). A shell, formed on the blood sample surface, can be clearly seen. In the second test, a blood droplet was set in a well and treated for 16 sec by a hot airflow of a hair dryer, which raised the sample temperature to about 61°C. A photo of the sample taken after this hot air treatment is presented in Figure 2(b) for a comparison. No noticeable blood clotting can be identified. This comparison clearly shows that the blood coagulation appearing in Figure 2(a) cannot be attributable to the thermal effect of hot air.

We next examined the dependence of coagulation on the reactive oxygen species flux (mainly RAO indicated by the emission spectroscopy) in the plasma effluent by fixing the exposure times to 16 sec. The tests were conducted at three exposure distances, namely 25, 30, and 40 mm. The exposure times of 16 sec in each test were, in fact, accumulations of 4-sec exposures, with a 2-second pause after two consecutive 4-second exposures. The sample temperatures rose to about 50°C in all three tests. Although all treated samples, presented in Figure 3, manifested blood clotting, as evidenced by shell formation on the blood sample surfaces, the degree of blood clotting differs as the dissimilar blood sample surface structure led to conclude. As the degree of dryness and hardness of a shell increases, the bubble on that shell surface tends to collapse and consequently form dimples. As seen in Figure 3(c), the shell is smoother than the other two shown in Figures 3(a) and (b). Furthermore, the bubble of the shell in Figure 3(a) appears collapsed. Results show that the degree of blood clotting decreases with increasing exposure distance. This tendency is consistent with the decrease of the RAO flux in the plasma effluent with increasing exposure distance. Three treated samples, with exposure times of 8, 12, and 16 sec, are presented in Figures 4(a) to (c) to demonstrate that the degree of blood clotting increases with exposure time,
with a constant exposure distance of 25 mm.

It is understood that the pain of the wound is sensitive to the heat; thus, an intermittent approach was tried. It applies several short exposures to achieve clotting. It is found that this approach could in fact be more effective in clotting blood. The required total exposure time depends on the period of each short exposure as well as the pause time between two consecutive exposures. This observation is illustrated by comparing six treated samples presented in Figures 5(b)-(g); an untreated sample is presented in Figure 5(a) for a reference. The samples were treated at the same exposure distance of 25 mm and with the same total exposure time of 8 sec. However, the treatment procedures were different. In Figures 5(b)-(d), the treatments were 2 sec exposure 4 times with pause times of 1, 2, and 4 sec. The degrees of clot are estimated to be 10% - 15%, 20% - 25%, 45% - 50%, respectively. The treatments in Figures 5(e) and (f) were 4 sec exposure twice with 2 and 4 sec pause times; the degrees of clot are estimated to be 20% - 25% and 30% - 40%, respectively. In Figure 5(g), the sample was continuously exposed to the plasma effluent for 8 sec. The degree of clot was only 5% - 10% even though the temperature of this sample was raised to about 50°C, the highest among all samples presented in this figure.

Among the reactive oxygen species produced by atomic oxygen, hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂), a non-radical yet oxidant species plays a special role in platelet coagulation. High concentration of H₂O₂ inhibits platelets aggregation [47-49] while low concentration of H₂O₂ promotes thromboxane synthesis, and hence platelet aggregation. This concentration-dependent activity may explain the experimental results in Figure 5 showing that plasma-assisted blood coagulation is more effective with accumulated treatment time (lower concentration as H₂O₂ was consumed during the pauses between plasma treatments) than that with a continuous treatment time (higher concentration as H₂O₂ was produced continuously).

3.2. Tests on Smeared Blood Samples

Untreated (control) and plasma spray-treated smeared blood samples were prepared for cell staining and microscopy analysis. Cell types were identified by cell staining and microscopy and cell count were performed. Percentages of RBC, WBC, and platelets in the total cell count of each sample were evaluated. We did not find any deviating values for WBC. On the other hand, cell counts revealed that in the sample treated with longer exposure time and shorter exposure distance, the percentage of
RBC increased, while the percentage of the platelets decreased. These two dependencies on exposure distance and time are shown in Figures 6(a) and (b), respectively.

This was confirmed by identification of cell types using cell staining and cell counts. The significant reduction of the percentage of platelets of the treated sample evidenced the impact of the plasma effluent on platelets; in particular, because RBC concentration should not change much, it is suggested that, in fact, the platelet count of the treated sample was reduced.

3.3. Coagulation Mechanism

As shown in Figure 3, blood clotting decreases with the increase of exposure distance. Likewise, as shown in Figure 1(f), RAO carried by the plasma effluent of the torch also decreases with increasing exposure distance. The experimentally observed dependencies can be summarized as follows. The platelet count of a treated sample is less than that of the control (Figure 6(a)) and decreases with the increase of both RAO flux and blood clotting (Figure 3), which is done by decreasing the exposure distance. With an increase in the exposure time, platelet count of treated samples decreases (Figure 6(b)), while blood clotting increases (Figure 4). These correlations lead us to propose a blood clotting mechanism as shown in Figure 7.

The cartoon plots in Figure 7 are used to explain the plasma torch coagulation mechanism. Presumably, RAO in the plasma effluent creates oxidants, such as H2O2 and OH, in the blood. These oxidants contribute to RBC–platelets and WBC interactions (Figure 7(a)), which in return causes a noticeable decrease in blood flowability.

These interactions influence the concentration of cells suspended in blood (Figure 7(b)). The increase of RBC can be observed under the microscope. Consequently, coagulation is on the rise, while platelets are decreasing. This is due to trapping within globular complexes (Figure 7(c)). Evidence points to RBC that trigger platelet adherence/agglomeration in vitro, as well as blood clotting [50-53]. It was shown that platelet agglomeration was associated with the loss of adenine nucleotides released by RBC [54], the extent of which increased together with RBC [55]. In addition to blood clotting, which transiently stops bleeding, platelets provide a surface for the subsequent steps of the coagulation leading to clot formation [41,42]. Additionally, platelets are fragmented by oxidants to induce coagulation and subsequent blood clot formation (Figure 7). Viscosity of blood samples will also be affected by oxidants that presumably contribute to the denaturation of albumin [56] as well as other proteins found in the blood. Taken together, our results demonstrate that air plasma induces coagulation with the involvement of RBC, platelets (Figure 7), and most likely albumin. Prospective studies on RBC only or platelets only and/or platelets/enriched/depleted samples will confirm our current findings.

NO can lead to anti-inflammation and anti-thrombotic effects which inhibit platelet adhesion, increases blood flowability, and lowers blood pressure [57]. NO containing drugs such as an NO donor (e.g., nitroglycerin) or NO inhalant, demonstrated to inhibit platelet agglomeration [57-64]. NO suppresses platelet agglomeration in vitro and in vivo via the guanylyl cyclase mechanism [59-64]. Furthermore, exposure to the inhaled NO significantly decreases platelet agglomeration in rats [61] and in humans accompanied by acute respiratory distress syndrome [57,58]. The present air plasma spray operates at a relatively low temperature (<55°C outside the nozzle). The NO flux in the plasma effluent outside the nozzle is relatively low and does not significantly quench the
effect of RAO involved in platelet agglomeration and inducing blood coagulation.

It is noted that other reactive oxygen species (ROS), such as O₃, in addition to RAO, can also create oxidants in the blood to induce coagulation via the proposed mechanism. In the scan of the spectrometer, the UV radiation from 300 nm to 400 nm was not detected. Moreover, intensive lines contributed by oxygen radicals appeared only around 777.4 nm; this could be because the emissions of molecule species were distributed in the bands with much lower spectral intensities. Given the limitations of spectroscopic diagnostics, we could not rule out the existence of other ROS in the plasma spray, which were also partially responsible for the observed coagulation.

4. BLEEDING CONTROL

Experiments were conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the air plasma spray on stopping bleeding from a straight cut, a cross cut, a hole onto an ear saphenous vein, and a cut to an ear artery.

Two 3-month-old male pigs weighing around 25 kg were used in the first three experiments [65]; the wound introduced on one pig was treated by the plasma; the other pig was an untreated control whose wound was stopped by itself. Three 6 month-old male pigs weighing around 40 kg were used in the last experiment [66]. The left ears of the pigs were the control group and the right ears were the experimental group. The bleeding time of a similar wound on the untreated control was recorded to be the natural clotting (bleeding) time for a comparison with that of the corresponding treated wound.

Each pig was first injected with calmative-Stresnil and fastened on a table. The pig was then anesthetized with Isoflurance-Fluothane which kept it in a narcotized state. Tests were conducted in the sequence of a straight cut first, and then a cross cut, and a hole in an ear saphenous vein, and finally a cut to an ear artery, in the order of increasing difficulty of bleeding control. Enough time between the tests was given for pigs to recover from the bleeding.

After the experiments, pigs were put into stainless experiment cages for postoperative observation of recovery. The stainless cage prevents pig to scratch an itchy part of the wounds against the wall during the recovery period.

4.1. Test 1—Straight Cut

A scalpel was used to make a straight cut to each pig in the similar ham area. The size of each cut was about 1 cm in length and 0.5 cm in depth. One cut was not treated. Presented in Figure 8(a) is a photo of this untreated cut taken at 190 s later as the bleeding stopped naturally. This time is defined as the total bleeding time. The straight cut on the second pig was treated by the plasma at an exposure distance of 2.5 cm. The bleeding stopped completely after 18 s of continuous plasma treatment, as demonstrated in Figure 8(b). The treated cut appears to be covered only by small amount coagulated blood. This is because in the treatment, the airflow from the spray blew away the remaining blood which did not clot in time. Two similar tests with the exposure distance increased to 3 and 4 cm were also performed. The coagulation times in two cases were measured to be 17 and 21 s, respectively.

4.2. Test 2—Cross Cut

We next performed a cross cut, which consisted of two straight cuts cross to each other, to each pig in the similar ham area. Again, the size of each cut was about 1 cm in length and 0.5 cm in depth and the exposure distance was 2.5 cm. The bleeding from the untreated cross cut lasted for more than 4 minutes. A photo of the cut taken after
the bleeding stopped naturally is presented in Figure 8(c). On the other hand, the bleeding from the cut on the other pig was treated by the plasma spray continuously. It was stopped after 13 s treatment. A photo of this cross cut coagulated with the aid of the plasma treatment is presented in Figure 8(d). The needed treatments in the other two exposure distances of 3 and 4 cm were measured to be 17 and 22 s.

4.3. Test 3—Hole in a Saphenous Vein

A saphenous vein from a pig ear was first identified as shown in Figure 9(a); next, a needle and forceps were used to punch a hole in this vein as shown in Figure 9(b). When blood flow started, it was treated immediately by the plasma spray shown in Figure 9(c) with an exposure distance of 2.5 cm. The bleeding stopped in 15 s as demonstrated in Figure 9(d). In the untreated control, the bleeding time of the other pig was measured to be about 88 s. A considerably more bleeding can be seen in Figure 9(e).

4.4. Test 4—A Cut to an Artery

Before cutting an artery, the ear was tied with a tourniquet to slow down the blood flow. A scalpel was then used to cut the ear small artery as shown in Figure 10(a). The needed plasma treatment time and the natural coagulation time were measured for a comparison. In the untreated case, leaving the bleeding unattended as shown in Figure 10(b), it took 1 minute to stop the bleeding naturally. In the plasma treatment as shown in Figure 10(c), an intermittent approach, with plasma 2-s on/4-s off alternately, was adopted. Bleeding was stopped after 6 runs of plasma on-off treatment as shown in Figure 10(d). The total treatment time was about 35 s, about half of the natural clotting time; however, the total plasma exposure time was only 12 s. The plasma treatment also irritated the exposure area around the wound, which is circled in Figure 10(d). The healing of the cut and the circled red area is discussed and illustrated in Section 5.2.

Adopting an intermittent plasma treatment is to minimize the thermal factor in the overall plasma effect on wound bleeding control as discussed in Section 3.1. However, in the practical applications, a continuous treatment should be adopted, in particular, in the emergency situation, to further reduce the bleeding time.

4.5. A Plausible Mechanism

The experimental results have shown that this plasma spray could rapidly clot blood to stop bleeding. The atomic oxygen produced in the plasma effluent is likely the catalyst in the coagulation processes. When interacted with H$_2$O, atomic oxygen carried by the plasma

---

**Figure 9.** (a) Photo showing a saphenous vein in an ear of a pig, in which (b) a hole is to be punched, (c) air plasma spray is applied, and (d) photo of the punched saphenous vein after 15 s plasma treatment to block the hole from bleeding.

**Figure 10.** Photos showing (a) cutting an artery and (b) leaving the bleeding to stop naturally; and (c) with plasma treatment and (d) stop the bleeding in half time.
effluent can generate large amount of reactive oxygen species (oxygen ions, free radicals, and peroxides). Studies have shown that platelets are a prime target for oxidants produced or released in the vascular lumen and, at the same time, they are also capable of endogenous generation of oxidants [67,68]. It has also been shown that oxidants can affect several key steps of platelet function to enhance platelet aggregation [68-70].

5. WOUND HEALING

In Mammalian skin, the outermost layer is epidermis which has protection formation and waterproof property; the inner layer Dermis provides a location for the appendages of skin [71]. The hair follicles sweat glands, sebaceous glands, lymphatic vessels, blood vessels etc. are contained inside the dermis. The definition of a wound is a break in the epithelial integrity of the skin. The disruption could be deeper, extending to the dermis, muscle or even the bone. The entire wound healing process is a complex and dynamic process of restoring cellular structures and tissue layers in which the damaged skin is being repaired [72]. The physiologic process of wound healing goes through four sequential overlapping phases, which are homeostasis, inflammatory, proliferating and remodeling [73]. The wound healing time varies with the location, age, degree of wound, etc.

After wound is bleeding, the vasoconstriction is taken place and platelets (thrombocytes) aggregate at the wound location to reach homeostasis by forming a fibrin clot. The alpha granules of the platelets contain growth factors, and those proteins start the wound healing cascade by attracting and activating fibroblasts, endothelial cells and macrophages. The platelets trapped in the clot are essential for homeostasis as well as for a normal inflammatory response.

In the inflammatory phase of healing, Polymorph nucleus arrives to the wound site about one hour after injury and become the predominant cells. These phagocytes release enzymes, free radicals, and reactive oxygen species to kill bacteria and other foreign particles. Factors are also released to cause the migration and division of cells involved in the proliferating phase, which is characterized by the replacement of the provisional fibrin matrix with newly formed granulation tissue. This rudimentary tissue contains new blood vessels, fibroblasts, endothelial cells, etc.

The remodeling phase starts concurrently with the development of granulation tissue. In the remodeling phase, collagen matrix is remodeled and collapsed along tension lines and cells. The vessel cells and muscle tissues grow toward the steady state under the collagen matrix. Collagen degrades to scar which is then removed because of apoptosis [74].

It explains why wound healing takes time. The impacts of the plasma treatment on the exposure area and on the healing time of the wound are examined in the following experiment.

5.1. Post-Operative Observation of Wound Healing after Plasma Treatment

The post-operative observation helps to understand the plasma effluent effect upon the skin tissue surrounding the treated wound and upon the progress of wound recovery. After the experiments pigs were raised in stainless experiment cages to keep them from rubbing their wounds. We then observed the recovering situation by recording the changes of the treated wounds every two days in 14 days.

The progress of the recovery of the artery cut and its surrounding in the circled area of Figure 10(d) can be seen in a sequence of 6 photos, taken every other day at day 2 to day 12 after the plasma treatment, presented in Figures 11(a)-(f). The scab appears at cut first (Figure 11(a)) and then the surrounding irritated area turns to dark brown color (Figure 11(b)); the scab starts peeling in the 8th day (Figure 11(d)) but the dark color in the irritated area starts diminishing in the 6th day (Figure 11(c)). The dark color disappears completely in the 10th day (Figure 11(e)) and a complete healing of the cut is observed in the 12th day (Figure 11(f)). There is no apparent side effect on the irritated area can be seen.

5.2. Plasma induced Irritation

To show that there was no scab formed in the area irritated by the plasma exposure and no blemish left on the skin, a ring shape irritation was introduced in a wound-free ham area, by continuous plasma exposure at a distance of 2.5 cm for 10 s, for the observation. The photo records taken from day 0 to day 14 are presented in Figure 12. As shown, in the healing process, the red ring
Recovery of an irritated area by the plasma exposure. In this test, the treated place accumulates sufficient ROS so this area aging faster than surrounding tissue. The skin tissue increases the metabolism to generate new tissue. The new skin tissue grows up under the ageing tissue, and replaces the position after aging tissue is peeled.

Using an intermittent exposure approach with the running parameters \((T_E, T_P, N, D) = (2, 4, 5, 2.5)\) to reduce the thermal effect, where \(T_E\), \(T_P\), \(N\), and \(D\) represent the plasma-on time at each run, plasma-off (pause) time between two runs, number of runs in a treatment, and exposure distance, respectively, the ring shape irritation could also be induced. The progress of the recovery of the induced irritation is shown in Figure 13. The irritation remained pink in two days and then changed to translucent brown in a smaller area; it was also disappeared completely in the 14th observation day. The temperature of intermittent treatment was lower than that of the continuous treatment, but the brown mark lasted longer. The comparison suggests that the brown tissue is induced by the plasma effluent, probably through ROS on RBC, rather than the thermal effect.

Cross cut wounds were introduced in the ham area of three pigs which were 6-month-old and had a weight of about 40 kg; one was untreated as a control and the other two were treated by the plasma spray with two different intermittent exposure approaches, which applied two different sets of running parameters \((T_E, T_P, N, D) = (2, 4, 5, 2.5)\) and \((2, 2, 5, 3)\) for a comparison of the outcomes. The respective photo recording the healing progresses of the control and two treated cuts are presented in three rows in Figure 15 for a comparison. The progress of the control (untreated cross cut) presented in row 1 indicates that the scab starts peeling in the 8th day. The scab is diminishing in time; however, a small piece of the crust still remains in the wound area in the 14th observation day. A heat burn wound made by heated iron circle for 4 sec was used as a control. A post-operative observation of this control is presented in Figure 14. Comparing with those presented in Figures 12 and 13, the progress of thermal damage recovery is clear different. Clots, scab, and scar were seen in Figure 14 but not seen in Figures 12 and 13. In Figures 12 and 13, the translucent brown tissue was formed after the disappearance of the pink irritation and looks like aging tissue. The free radical theory of aging (FRTA) introduced by Denham Harman in the 1950s [75] points out that cells are aging via accumulating free radical and oxidative damage over time. The ROS is a main provider to the effective weakens that is characteristic of aging. In order to maintain the normal function, skin tissue is metabolized when tissue is aging. In this test, the treated place accumulates sufficient ROS so this area aging faster than surrounding tissue. The skin tissue increases the metabolism to generate new tissue. The new skin tissue grows up under the ageing tissue, and replaces the position after aging tissue is peeled.

5.3. Healing of a Cross Cut Wound

Cross cut wounds were introduced in the ham area of three pigs which were 6-month-old and had a weight of about 40 kg; one was untreated as a control and the other two were treated by the plasma spray with two different intermittent exposure approaches, which applied two different sets of running parameters \((T_E, T_P, N, D) = (2, 4, 5, 2.5)\) and \((2, 2, 5, 3)\) for a comparison of the outcomes. The respective photo recording the healing progresses of the control and two treated cuts are presented in three rows in Figure 15 for a comparison. The progress of the control (untreated cross cut) presented in row 1 indicates that the scab starts peeling in the 8th day. The scab is diminishing in time; however, a small piece of the crust still remains in the wound area in the 14th observation day.

The cut in row 2 was treated with 8 s plasma exposure; it is found that the healing time is shortened. The scab starts peeling in the 6th day, and the crust disappears completely in the 10th day. As the plasma exposure time is increased to 10 s, the healing progress of the cut in row 3 becomes even faster; the starting peeling time of the scab is reduced to 4 days. Moreover, it is shortened to 8 days when the crust disappears completely.

The comparison demonstrates that the plasma effluent has a positive impact on wound healing; it shortens cross cut wound healing time to about half.
**Figure 13.** Recovery of an irritated area by an intermittent plasma exposure with 2 s on/4 s off for 5 times.

**Figure 14.** Recovery of an irritated area by an intermittent plasma exposure with 2 s on/4 s off for 5 times.

**Figure 15.** Comparison of the progress of the recovery of untreated (row 1) and treated (rows 2 and 3) cross cuts.
5.4. A Plausible Mechanism

Molecular oxygen is important in metabolism for living organisms and plays a vital role in the healing wound. The oxygen is consumed in all biological reactions and metabolisms for wound healing process [76-78]. Hypoxia [79] acts a key factor to stimulus tissue repair by creating an oxygen gradient from the hypoxic tissue of wound to the nearby unbroken tissue [80]. The central area of the wound is most hypoxic, and the oxygen gradient increase toward the uninjured tissue progressively. However, with the supply of RAO from the plasma spray, the amount of oxygen, consumed to generate H₂O₂, is reduced. Consequently, more oxygen can be shared in other action such as producing superoxide (SOD), cell metabolism and raising tissue oxygen tension in the wound healing. RAO also provides the oxygen in the metabolism and raising tissue oxygen tension in the reduced. Consequently, more oxygen can be shared in the plasma treatment, as well as provide the oxygen for wound healing and cell metabolisms.

6. SUMMARY

A portable air plasma spray is designed and tested for medical applications. The plasma produced by the discharge is in the non-equilibrium state; i.e., the electron temperature is much higher than that of the neutral gas and ions, which are in thermal equilibrium. This low temperature plasma spray (gas temperature is less than 50°C) produces abundant atomic oxygen in its plasma effluent as indicated by the intense 777.4 nm radiation.

The intensity distribution of 5P state OI, plotted in Figure 1, shows that OI in the plasma effluent can extend from the cap of the spray for about 25 mm, which is a relatively large exposure distance for many practical applications. The concentration of OI in the plasma effluent was not measured.

Atomic oxygen is a strong reactive oxygen species and can effectively kill all kinds of microbes. The present device provides a dry approach for sterilization.

In-vitro tests first verified that the plasma blood clotting was not caused by the thermal effect. The tests also established the strong dependence of the blood clotting on the RAO flux in the plasma effluent. The observed fast decrease of the platelet count coincided with the rapid blood clotting by the plasma effluent suggests that platelets were fragmented by oxidants produced by the RAO flux to induce blood clotting and provide a surface for the subsequent steps of the coagulation leading to clot formation.

In-vivo tests demonstrate that the plasma effluent of the spray can rapidly stop external wound bleeding. The healing time of plasma treated wound is shortened considerably. The understanding is that when interacted with H₂O, atomic oxygen produced by the plasma spray can produce large amount of reactive oxygen species such as OH and H₂O₂. Studies have shown that platelets are a prime target for oxidants produced or released in the vascular lumen and, at the same time, they are also capable of endogenous generation of oxidants. It has also been shown that oxidants can affect several key steps of platelet function to enhance platelet aggregation, leading to blood clotting.

Post-operative observation of wound healing after plasma treatment indicates that the plasma effluent has a positive impact on wound healing and there is no apparent side effect on the irritated skin; it shortens cross cut wound healing time to about half. It is likely that the RAO in the plasma effluent reduces the demand of oxygen using in respiratory burst and increases oxygen content of tissue indirectly; it raises the tissue oxygen tension in the wound site during the plasma treatment and thus increases the oxygen supply from the neighboring tissue for wound healing and cell metabolisms.
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